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Address SMART FILMS INTERNATIONAL 
4 Ariel Sharon Street 
Givatayim

Country Israel

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our offering

Smart Film Technology Transfer - If you wish to get into production of Smart Film we provide a full package of support including production line
with equipment and tools, together with production process and know-how. Want to become a Smart Film Production? SFI is your partner!
Smart Glass Production - If you are a Glass Laminator we offer a full support package including materials and equipment as well as training for
self-production of Smart Glasses from Smart Film.  We offer Smart Films in roll format or cut to size ready to lamination. Want to become a
Smart Glass producer? SFI is your partner!
Smart Glass Distribution - If you are in the Glass Business and you wish to offer Smart Glass solutions to your customers' portfolio we offer
high quality products in a competitive price. We do have various business models for collaboration from specific projects to a committed
partnership. Wish to get into Smart Glass? SFI is your partner!
Customized Smart Glass Solutions - If you are Architect, Interior Designer, Property Owner or in a need for Smart Glass we will be happy to
advise and offer you a comprehensive solution.

Our Vision 
Smart Films is committed to innovation and production of Dynamic Smart Films for Architecture and Automotive industries. Our vision is to be the
leading company in providing Dynamic Smart Films and Glass solutions through partnership and business collaborations.

Company Profile of SMART FILMS INTERNATIONAL

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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